is pmp exam prep 9th edition by rita mulcahy worth it - my main source of study was the pmbok guide i also referred to pmp exam prep by rita mulcahy for the exam preparation i found the book to be balanced but i was more comfortable with the content of pmbok guide i used rita s book for doing chapter end exercises, rita mulcahy s pmp prep and pmbok guide simplilearn com - though pmp instructor led training is one of the most important factors for gaining in depth knowledge of pmp topics the pmbok guide is a must and rita mulcahy s pmp prep is very useful while the pmbok guide tackles the nine knowledge areas of project management rita s prep book covers practice tests and the practical, pmp exam prep eighth edition updated rita s course in - rita mulcahy pmp was an international expert in project management tricks of the trade and best practices with over 15 years and 2.5 billion of hands on experience, 2019 pmp rita mulcahy book 100 review of how to use - pmp book by rita mulcahy is the most popular pmp book used by pmp aspirants since its first publication in 1990s since it is first publication the book has evolved with recent changes in the pmbok and now the last edition is pmp rita book 9th edition, rita mulcahy pmp exam prep book 2018 review - rita mulcahy pmp exam prep book needs no introduction however as a project management professional and practitioner i find it an obligation to write rita mulcahy pmp exam prep guide is known to be the best pmp exam prep guide let s take an honest review to verify this tall claim and see for ourself, rita mulcahy pmp exam prep 9th ed 2018 singapore - rita mulcahy s pmp exam prep is available to our customers in singapore now rita s pmp exam prep is by far the best and most popular guide for pmp exam prep it is the gold standard for pmp certification guides, review rita mulcahy s pmp exam prep 8th easy pm guide - rita mulcahy pmp is a well seasoned and greatly respected expert in the field of project management those that have regularly attended pm congresses will notice rita s familiar presence in professional pm events, best pmp book rita mulcahy vs head first vs andy crowe - best pmp study guide rita mulcahy s pmp exam prep book 9th edition head first 4th edition andy crowe s 6th edition book and kim heldman pmp study guide best pmp book rita mulcahy vs head first vs andy crowe vs kim heldman by ravi project management april 27 2017 2 comments share 68 tweet pin 1 1 4 share 27, 2019 best pmp book and study guide for pm by pm - 2019 best pmp book and study guide for certification exam prep if you are looking to buy the best pmp book for the certification exam prep you are at the right place in this article i have have done the review and side by side comparison of 4 pmp study guides that are best sellers on amazon viz head first vs rita mulcahy vs andy crowe vs kim heldman, about us rmc learning solutions - about rita mulcahy rita founded rmc in 1991 as a project management training company in her years as a trainer and consultant rita met many people struggling to grasp project management concepts and pass the pmp exam always eager to help rita decided to create her own study guide for the pmp exam
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